
TECHNICAL DETAILS

unibody with stretch mesh attached to an aluminium frame, consisting of side and cross elements joined together 
to support and tighten the mesh. The mesh backrest is breathable and adapts to the user’s body shape 
while properly supporting the spine. White or black painted or polished aluminium structure’s fi nish. 
Available with low backrest.

armrests in die-cast aluminium with black or white polyurethane elbow-rests.

device automatic return device. The mechanism allows the seat to automatically return to its initial position. 
It allows a rotation of 180° to the right and 180° to the left. Only available for the version with base on 
glides.

Right lever adjusts the 
height of the seat

fork support in a polished fi nish or painted in white or black.

base - oval steel tube cantilever frame (with reinforcing core in the front curvature), chromed or painted.

- 5-star base in polished aluminium or white or black epoxy powder-coated, with glides.

ergonomics Classe 2 is equipped with the necessary mechanisms for proper and 
comfortable use, even for prolonged periods, as long as the following 
conditions are met: the standard sitting position requires maintaining angles 
of 90° between torso and thigh, between thigh and leg, and between leg and 
foot. These last two angles are essential so that the foot, resting completely 
on the surface below, discharges part of the weight of the lower limb onto it, 
preventing excessive compression on the back thigh surface and promoting 
blood circulation to the heart. 44
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CLASSE 2

EM 202 Mesh - Visitor chair



base with glides
fi nishes     Polished aluminium Black aluminium White aluminium

fi niture
telaio a slitta     Chrome-plated steel Black steel White steel

reti Cat. K
Max

    S9M0 S9G0 S9G1 S9NE    

Cat. T
Tex

    SKGR SKNE

ABACUS
5-star base on glides.
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Cantilever frame.
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